Construction Board Resistance to Accelerated Aging
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Physical and mechanical properties were evaluated for industrial and laboratory boards intended to be used in the construction industry. The boards were subjected to accelerated aging tests including resistance to humidity in the conditions of cyclic test in accordance with EN 321 (2002), and determination of dimensional changes resulting from changes in relative humidity according to EN 318 (2002). The greatest changes were observed after one test cycle. Moreover, the boards made of fine chips demonstrated slightly higher resistance to the tested factors. Although laboratory boards showed a much lower density, their behavior following the exposure to the assessed factors was similar to that of industrial plates.
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INTRODUCTION

The market of wood-based boards for the construction industry is not as large as the market of boards for the furniture sector, yet it has a considerable share in a production portfolio of leading manufacturers of wood-based materials. When analyzing statistical records (e.g., Eurostat), it is difficult to clearly define which manufactured wood-based materials are supplied to the strictly defined construction industry and which to the furniture sector. In the last 17 years, production of wood-based materials in Poland has increased by as much as 85%, and production of oriented strand board (OSB) nearly doubled between 2009 and 2016 (Concise Statistical Yearbook of Poland 2018). In the EU, production of OSB increased by ca. 50% from 2009 to 2016 (Eurostat). According to the forecasts, the production of OSB boards in the USA will increase by ca. 70% between 2014 and 2025 (Grand View Research). This increase in OSB production stems from problems with access to raw material faced by plywood plants, the output of which has decreased or remained at the same level for many years. A significant increase in plywood production is observed in Russia and China, which have sufficient material resources.

Although raw material used for production of OSB is of significantly lower quality, it is still small diameter roundwood. Quality, or more precisely, linear parameters of chips used for production of OSB boards, require raw material of high quality (Barnes 2000 and 2001; Mayers 2001; Moriarty 2002; Chen et al. 2008). Although numerous attempts have been made to expand the raw material base for OSB boards, e.g., by implementing into production of previously unused species (Shupe et al. 2001; Sumardi et al. 2007; Cheng et al. 2012; Mirski and Dziurka 2015; Mirski et al. 2016), mixing chips of several species of wood (Wang and Winistorfer 2000), or using fine chips or subsieve fractions (Fakhri et al. 2006a,b; Han et al. 2006, 2007; Mirski and Dziurka 2011a,b; Mirski et al. 2016), no comprehensive solutions have been proposed for this problem until now. The standard chipboards for the construction industry based on the requirements of EN 312 (2010), type...
5, and the OSB boards have been known in Europe for years and currently face competition from the board manufactured by the Pfleiderer Corporation. It differs from standard chipboards as it comprises uniform structure of chips on its entire cross-section. Linear dimensions of these chips resemble those of the chips designated for the core of three-ply furniture boards, and the adhesive used for board production is based on melamine resin (Pfleiderer).

However, in boards manufactured for the construction industry, polymeric diphenylmethane diisocyanate (pMDI) or phenol-based resins can be used, as well as hybrids of phenol-formaldehyde (pMDI/PF) or even urea-formaldehyde (pMDI/UF) type (Irle and Bolton 1988; Sellers 1992; Pizzi 1994; Miller et al. 2002; Mirski et al. 2011; Dziurka and Mirski 2014). The boards manufactured by Pfleiderer adhesive are labeled as multi-functional panel (MFP). While numerous studies are regularly conducted for the OSB boards, they are still very scarce for the MFP boards. It is still a relatively new product, although conforming to EN 309 (2005), and this may make distinguishing between MFP and classic P5 boards difficult. Another characteristic feature of the MFP boards is their high density, ca. 35% higher than of the OSB boards. This higher density is associated with much higher demand for raw material. Although raw material used in these boards is of much lower quality, and its use in the OSB boards is frequently virtually impossible, yet this leads to higher costs of such production. The study by Mirski et al. (2018) presents a board made of small chips of density similar to the OSB boards, and at the same time meeting the basic requirements for P5 boards.

As the materials designated for the construction industry are expected to feature high resistance to variable ambient conditions, and in particular, high dimensional stability, this study examined the response of light P5 boards, and OSB and MFP boards to aging tests.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

The study involved 15 mm thick OSB/3 and MFP boards from industrial production and two types of laboratory boards of the same thickness, labeled as RM/1 and RM/2. The laboratory boards were made of chips of parameters presented in the study of Mirski et al. (2018). The procedure used for production of these boards was also similar. However, the moisture content of external layers was 18% and 28.6% for RM/1 and RM/2 boards, respectively. The moisture content of chips in the core was 6.8%. The chips were glued with pMDI (ONGRONAT® 2100, BorsodChem group, Hungary), where adhesive dry weight was 4.5% of based on the dry weight of chips. The mat was pressed at 200 °C at a pressure of 2.2 MPa for 225 s.

After conditioning, basic physical and mechanical parameters of the boards used in the study were evaluated, including:
- Modulus of rupture (MOR) and modulus of elasticity (MOE) according to EN 310 (1993);
- Internal bonding strength (IB) according to EN 319 (1993);
- Thickness swelling (TS) after 24 h according to EN 317 (1993);
- Water absorption (WA) after 24 h based on EN 317 (1993);
- Internal bond after the boiling test (V-100) according to EN-1087-1 (1995).

Ten to fifteen samples were randomly selected for each test.

The relevant responses of the studied boards were evaluated under ambient conditions on a basis of two tests. The first one concerned the board resistance to humidity
in conditions of a cyclic test, as described in EN 321 (2002), while the second analyzed the changes in board linear dimensions caused by changes in air relative humidity, according to EN 318 (2002).

As per EN 321 (2002) requirements, the conditioning consisted of three cycles, and in each cycle the samples were soaked, frozen, and then dried. The total time of passing through three cycles was 546 ± 10 h. The samples were then conditioned for three complete conditioning periods (9 cycles), i.e., for ca. 1638 ± 30 h. Board parameters were evaluated after each cycle for OSB and MFP boards, and after only one cycle for the laboratory boards.

EN 318 (2002) specifies two directions for changes in the moisture content, i.e., desorption and adsorption changes. However, the authors’ previous studies indicated that adsorption changes were more important, and therefore, this study focused only on those alteration in moisture content. The samples were conditioned in the air at relative humidity of 30%, followed by 65%, and the process was terminated after conditioning in the air at relative humidity of 85%. As in previous research (Mirski et al. 2015), the relative changes in dimensions, MOR, and MOE were calculated according to Eq. 1,

\[ \delta_i = \left( \frac{X_0 - X_c}{X_0} \right) \times 100\% \] (1)

where \(X_0\) is the mean value of an individual parameter for the control sample, and \(X_c\) is the mean value of an individual parameter after a specific cycle.

For climatic tests, about 10 to 12 samples were selected from the OSB and MFP boards, and 9 samples were chosen from the laboratory boards. The results were analyzed using Statistica 13.0 package (StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Basic characteristics of the boards used in the study are presented in Table 1 and in Figs. 1 and 2. All boards used in the tests, excluding the laboratory board of RM/1 type, met requirements of relevant standards concerning their possible use as load bearing boards intended for humid conditions (EN 312 and 300). A slightly lower value for MOR determined for the longer axis of the OBS board was deemed sufficient to meet the requirements of this standard. The density of boards used in the study varied significantly, and this was expected to affect water absorption during the test (Fig. 1a).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Board type</th>
<th>MOR II 5th percentile N/mm²</th>
<th>MOR ⊥ 5th percentile N/mm²</th>
<th>MOE II 5th percentile N/mm²</th>
<th>MOE ⊥ 5th percentile N/mm²</th>
<th>IB 5th percentile N/mm²</th>
<th>V100 5th percentile N/mm²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MFP</td>
<td>23.0 (1.36)*</td>
<td>19.7 (1.23)</td>
<td>3800a (272)</td>
<td>3410b (168)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.23 (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSB/3</td>
<td>19.5 (0.71)</td>
<td>10.7 (0.55)</td>
<td>3840a (162)</td>
<td>2070d (67)</td>
<td>0.36 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM/1</td>
<td>16.7 (0.95)</td>
<td>1940d (208)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.33 (0.02)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM/2</td>
<td>16.7 (0.95)</td>
<td>2540c (212)</td>
<td>0.67 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.39 (0.05)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Standard deviation provided in brackets
Swellings of laboratory boards RM/1 and RM/2 were similar at 16%, while swelling of the MFP boards was nearly twice as low as for the laboratory boards, and over 25% lower than that of the OSB boards. The laboratory board swelling was slightly higher than the standard, as no reagents that would increase the board hydrophobic properties were used in their production. However, as indicated from previous studies, the swelling would possibly decrease to the acceptable level when paraffin emulsion was used in their production (Mirski and Dziurka 2011b). One of main factors disqualifying chipboards from the use for construction purposes is loss of their load bearing capacity. It is usually determined in the three-point bending test. Previous studies by the authors concerning OSB boards already implied that aging tests are very drastic (Mirski et al. 2015) and usually reflect even several years of board exploitation in unfavorable conditions.

The boards were characterized as four groups, uniform in terms of MOR and MOE (Table 1, Fig. 2). However, these groups did not overlap, as the average MOR obtained for P-axis of the OSB board was similar to that for R-axis of the MFP board, while for MOE, average values obtained for P-axis of the OSB board and for P-axis of the MFP board did not show statistically significant differences. As Fig. 2 indicates, the average MOR value for P-axis of the OSB board slightly exceeded 20 N/mm².
A significant drop in strength and MOR in MFP and OSB/3 boards was observed after the first cycle of the aging test (V313), as indicated by Fig. 3. The reason for this phenomenon may be that in the first cycle the weakest adhesive joints break, as a result of which the structure of the board becomes more porous and the board swells more in thickness. This causes a weakening of the board in terms of strength. In the OSB boards, the relative changes determined using Eq. 1 were slightly higher than those described in the study by Derkowski et al. (2014). Currently, the relative changes in MOR reached ca. 68% for P-axis and ca. 71% for R-axis, while changes in strengths of the MFP boards were much lower, amounting to ca. 52% for P- and 34% for R-axes. For successive cycles, these changes were only slightly higher and was roughly linear in their character.

Similar relations were also observed when effects of the V313 test on MOE characteristics are analyzed (Fig. 4). The analysis of group homogeneity indicated that MOR and MOE values determined for OSB in successive cycles were much lower than...
those determined for MFP. The MFP boards reached similar values of bending strength only after one more cycle, and of the MOE after at least two more cycles. Furthermore, MFP board characteristics determined for successive cycles became increasingly similar for both axes.

Fig. 4. Effect of number of cycles and board axes on the MOE of MFP and OSB boards undergoing V313 test

The laboratory boards endured conditions of the V313 test relatively well. Changes in their static bending strength and MOE were significantly lower than that for the remaining boards (Fig. 5). This was possibly the effect of quality of chips and a type of the binding agent used. After three cycles of the V313 test, they were characterized by a similar MOE as the MFP board, and strength similar to the MFP or OSB boards, depending on the board type/density. The use of chips even smaller than those used for the production of the MFP board, together with low density, possibly supported compensation for sorption tensions associated with processes of cyclic soaking and drying. The OSB boards are particularly susceptible to these changes, and significant changes were observed not only in their mechanical properties, but also in quality of their surface.

Fig. 5. Effects of number of cycles and board types on bending strength and MOE of boards undergoing V313 test
Table 2. Selected Properties of the Investigated Boards after Cycles of the V313 Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Board type</th>
<th>Conditioning cycle</th>
<th>MC (%)</th>
<th>IB (N/mm²)</th>
<th>TS (%)</th>
<th>WA (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MFP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.04</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>8.83</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>8.93</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSB/3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.98</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.07</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM/1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.29</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>9.69</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM/2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.06</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>9.68</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An increase in thickness observed for the OSB/3 board was much greater than in the other boards. This resulted not only in a significant reduction in mechanical properties of these boards, but also in low quality of the board surface, manifested by numerous chips loosely bound to the board structure. These chips fell off from the sample surface readily after a slight damage. The nature of changes in thickness was similar to that of linear ones and depended on the number of cycles. The changes appeared to be closely related to the density in boards made of fine chips (MFP and RM) (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. a): Effects of number of cycles and board types on thickness undergoing V313 test; and b): Appearance of boards after 3 cycles: from above RM1, RM2, MFP, OSB boards (in the scale approx. 2:1)

Table 3 shows the results for relative changes in thickness and length of the tested boards. Average values of relative changes in thickness and length of the OSB/3 boards were comparable to the results of previous studies in OSB boards (Mirska and Dziurka 2013, Mirski et al. 2013), while a relative change in thickness of the MFP boards was close to average for both directions in the OSB/3 boards. The laboratory boards demonstrated
significantly smaller changes in their thickness, when compared with the other two types of boards, as confirmed by the post-hoc analysis (ANOVA F(4, 119)=34.214, p=0.0000). This may possibly be an effect of much lower density of these boards, particularly of their core, which possibly attenuated an increase in thickness of individual chips due to its looser structure. However, as demonstrated previously, changes caused by water were strongly associated with quantity of wood in the board volume. Relative changes in length of the studied boards differed statically between each other (F(4, 35) = 7.4722, p = 0.00018). This was caused mainly by small and very large changes determined for the longest and the shorter axes of the OSB board, respectively. The laboratory boards, intended as substitutes of the studied industrial boards, showed relative changes in length similar to MFP boards.

**Table 3. Relative Changes in Thickness and Length Expressed as a Change in Board Moisture Content**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>MFP</th>
<th>RM/1</th>
<th>RM/2</th>
<th>OSB/3 II</th>
<th>OSB/3 I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative change in thickness/change MC (%/%)</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.814</td>
<td>0.479</td>
<td>0.531</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>0.696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSD</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative change in length/change MC (mm/m/%)</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSD</td>
<td>b,a</td>
<td>c,b</td>
<td>c,b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: SD – Standard deviation; Letters denote homogeneous groups; and consecutive letters denote increasing values

**CONCLUSIONS**

1. The MFP boards had a higher resistance to the aging test (V313) than OSB/3 boards, and this was possibly related to the quality of chips used for their production. This may be confirmed by the fact that the laboratory boards, although of different structure, yet containing chips of similar dimensions, behaved in a similar way. Although in general these chips can be considered as material of lower quality, requiring higher levels of gluing, yet boards of this type better endured difficult conditions of the V313 tests.

2. The greatest decrease in the analyzed parameters was visible already after the first cycle, and corresponded to 65% to 75% of changes observed during the entire study.

3. The observed changes in mechanical properties were the greatest for the shorter axis of the OSB board, and the smallest for the main axis of the MFP board.

4. The relative change in thickness of the MPF board was similar to the average change in thickness of the OSB/3 board. The laboratory boards featured smaller change in their thickness, and this possibly resulted from their low core density, compensating for chip deformation caused by moisture.

5. Boards manufactured from fine chips were characterized by similar changes in their length. The OSB/3 boards showed significant alterations in their relative change in length, depending on the orientation axis, as already demonstrated in previous studies. However, relative changes in length of the MFP board were greater by 28% than changes determined for the longer axis of the OSB boards.

6. After additional protection of chips with paraffin, these boards are expected to be a
good substitute for MFP and OSB construction boards, because they fulfill the requirements for mechanical properties.
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